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ABSTRACT We develop a theoretical perspective on how the increasing data availability in the 
digital age affects firms’ strategic decisions. Specifically, we explore whether, and under which 
conditions, external experts’ collective assessment of  product- technology domains impacts firms’ 
allocation of  capital to their strategic business units engaged in these domains. Drawing on deci-
sion comprehensiveness theory, we propose that such expert sentiment has informational value 
for capital allocation decisions, and that this value is contingent on the available information’s 
determinacy and quantity. We find evidence for our propositions by studying 669 capital alloca-
tion decisions made by 85 pharmaceutical firms from 2005 to 2016, and by using supervised 
machine learning classifiers to analyse expert sentiment in almost 250,000 articles. Our study 
contributes to the behavioural theory of  the firm by showing that, contrary to what scholars 
traditionally assume, decision makers broaden, rather than narrow, their information processing 
in comprehensive information environments.

Keywords: behavioural theory, capital allocation, decision making, digitalization, sentiment

INTRODUCTION

Management scholars have long studied the role of  information in managers’ strategic 
decision making (Argote and Greve, 2007; Gavetti et al., 2012; Souder et al., 2016). 
Following the behavioural theory tradition (Cyert and March, 1963; Simon, 1958), these 
scholars argue that managers’ ability to process all the information needed to make 
rational decisions is limited by the decision problem’s tractability, managers’ cognitive 
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limitations, and the time available to make the decision. Corporate capital allocation is 
a strategic decision context in which managers face these information processing chal-
lenges (Arrfelt et al., 2013, 2015; Bardolet et al., 2011).

The proliferation of  digital data (George et al., 2014), and the simultaneous advances 
in digital technologies for analysing this data (Phan et al., 2017), affect our understanding 
of  managers’ information processing when making capital allocation decisions. Some 
scholars suggest that more data, and more sophisticated information processing tools, 
should enable managers to engage in more deliberate and comprehensive decision mak-
ing (Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 2014; Raisch and Krakowski, 2021). Others, however, 
expect the contrary, highlighting that more information tends to overwhelm decision 
makers by limiting their attention (Hansen and Haas, 2001) and causing them to rely 
more strongly on their intuition and simple heuristics (Birkinshaw and Ridderstråle, 
2017). While scholars acknowledge that digitalization affects strategic decision making in 
organisations (George et al., 2014), there is less agreement on how it influences manag-
ers’ information gathering and processing.

In response to such changes in organisations’ information environments, we investigate 
the impact that increased information availability has on senior managers’ decision mak-
ing by studying the role of  expert sentiment (Gopaldas, 2014; Tetlock, 2007). Expert sen-
timent is defined as external experts’ collective assessment of  a subject of  interest, such as 
a product or technology. Before digitalization, organisations had access to selected print 
journals with expert analyses that decision makers had to process individually. Today, 
digital databases provide them with thousands of  expert analyses and increasingly so-
phisticated expert systems, news analytics, and sentiment analysis tools with which to 
analyse this collective information (Cambria et al., 2017). Behavioural finance (Blasco 
et al., 2012) and behavioural marketing (Hennig- Thurau et al., 2014) researchers have 
found that these collective expert assessments are critical for investors and consumers’ 
decision making. Our aim is to understand whether, and under which conditions, expert 
sentiment affects corporate decisions on capital allocation.

We address this research objective by drawing on decision comprehensiveness theory 
(Atuahene- Gima and Murray, 2004; Fredrickson and Mitchell, 1984), which explores the 
extent to which corporate managers systematically gather and process information from 
the external environment before making strategic decisions. This theory accentuates the 
value of  comprehensiveness for decision making under uncertainty; that is, when firms 
face information environments with a high determinacy (i.e., how clear the information 
is) and quantity (i.e., how much information is available) (Forbes, 2007). However, it 
also acknowledges that decision makers’ cognitive limitations and the associated costs of  
information processing constrain companies’ decision comprehensiveness (Fredrickson 
and Iaquinto, 1989). In this study, we build on these concepts to describe whether, and 
under which conditions, expert sentiment affects capital allocation decisions.

We study expert sentiment empirically in the pharmaceutical industry, where external 
experts provide particularly exhaustive and critical information on drugs, treatments, 
and technologies (Abraham, 2002). Specifically, we collect data from almost 250,000 
expert articles published between 2005 and 2016. We use supervised machine learning 
classifiers to compute the expert sentiment in each article and employ keyword- matching 
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algorithms to assign articles to each strategic business unit’s (SBU’s) targeted product- 
technology domain.

Subsequently, we test a set of  hypotheses regarding expert sentiment’s informational 
value for capital allocation that goes beyond market efficiency explanations. We con-
trolled for the latter by including Tobin’s Q and the SBUs’ financial results. Our findings 
show that a more positive expert sentiment of  an SBU’s product- technology domain is 
associated with a higher capital allocation to that SBU. Furthermore, the underlying in-
formation’s determinacy affects this relationship positively, while there is only partial sup-
port for the information quantity’s influence. Post- hoc analysis enabled us to explore the 
results further. We find that senior managers react differently to distinct expert groups’ 
sentiments. They tend to disregard sentiments conveyed by generic (e.g., New York Times) 
and practitioner publication outlets (e.g., American Health Line). Conversely, sentiments 
conveyed by regulatory (e.g., FDA News), business (e.g., Biotech Business), and scientific out-
lets (e.g., Clinical Trials Advisor) have significant effects on their capital allocation decisions.

Our study contributes to the behavioural theory of  the firm (Cyert and March, 1963; 
Gavetti et al., 2012) by providing an updated understanding of  strategic decision making 
in the digital age. Prior studies assume that senior managers, due to their information 
processing limitations, rely on narrow financial indicators (Arrfelt et al., 2013, 2015), 
or on simple heuristics (Bardolet et al., 2011) to make corporate capital allocation deci-
sions. Our empirical findings indicate that they also consider a wide variety of  company 
outsiders’ collective insights. Furthermore, we shed light on the boundary conditions 
under which this comprehensive information influences capital allocation decisions. Our 
results suggest that the underlying information’s determinacy is a critical condition for 
determining whether senior managers broaden their information processing to consider 
expert sentiment when making capital allocation decisions.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The behavioural theory of  the firm refers to ‘the business firm and the way it makes 
economic decisions’ (Cyert and March, 1963, p. 1). The bulk of  prior research focuses 
on human decision makers’ information processing limitations (Argote and Greve, 2007), 
with scholars investigating how the information provided to decision makers affects their 
subsequent decision making behaviour (Denrell and March, 2001; Rerup, 2009). These 
studies show that while organisational decision making under uncertainty requires the 
processing of  considerable amounts of  information, decision makers tend to use infor-
mation processing shortcuts, which can lead to bias and, accordingly, suboptimal deci-
sion outcomes (Gavetti et al., 2012).

Corporate capital allocation, which refers to the process of  allocating scarce re-
sources to a firm’s SBUs, is an important domain for the behavioural theory of  the firm 
(Sengul et al., 2018). Capital allocation is a strategic decision task for corporate manag-
ers (Busenbark et al., 2017), whose competence in allocating resources affects SBU and 
firm performance (Arrfelt et al., 2015). Managers need to process extensive information 
during the capital allocation process. Internal sources could provide politically biased 
or inaccurate information (Rajan et al., 2000); consequently, managers should rely on 
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information from outside their organisation (Wulf, 2009). However, prior research has 
also shown that managers’ cognitive limitations reduce their ability to process external 
information comprehensively (Bardolet et al., 2011).

Expert sentiment –  which refers to external experts’ collective assessment of  a product 
or technology –  may be an important source of  information allowing corporate man-
agers to overcome some of  their information processing limits in the capital allocation 
process. Prior management studies primarily investigated sentiment’s empirical proper-
ties (Das and Chen, 2007; Hribar and McInnis, 2012). However, scholarly research in 
the behavioural finance (Tetlock, 2007), behavioural marketing (Gopaldas, 2014), and 
behavioural economics (Malgarini and Margani, 2009) fields explored sentiment’s im-
pact on human behaviour. In the marketing context, for example, scholars found that 
sentiment affects decision making by reducing the information asymmetries between 
consumers, as well as those between consumers and firms (Hennig- Thurau et al., 2014). 
In finance (Tetlock et al., 2008) and economics (Doms and Morin, 2004), sentiment is 
valued as a source of  otherwise hard- to- quantify data, which is particularly relevant in 
situations with no other reliable data sources (Garz, 2013).

Extant research suggests that sentiment’s importance for decision making increased 
with the emergence of  big data and advanced digital technologies with which to analyse 
these (Dhar and Chang, 2009; Hennig- Thurau et al., 2014). Firms now have access to 
databases with vast amounts of  information on products, technologies, and markets. 
Sophisticated analysis tools allow these firms to assess sentiments collectively, in real- 
time, and at the press of  a button (Brown et al., 2011). In banking, for example, natu-
ral language processing is used for sentiment analysis to improve credit rating models, 
previously only infrequently updated, in real time (Kremer et al., 2013). In the phar-
maceutical industry, which we study in this paper, similar technologies are now widely 
used (Gurulingappa et al., 2019). Leading companies, such as AstraZeneca, Johnson 
and Johnson, Pfizer, Roche, and Sanofi, apply these tools to support their information 
processing in areas such as drug discovery and development, opportunity scouting, com-
petitive intelligence, and social media analysis (Bulgaru, 2019; Fassbender, 2019).

While sentiment data are widely used in practice, predicting sentiment’s influence on 
firms’ capital allocation decisions is no trivial task. Prior work has provided contradictory 
arguments on how an increase in information availability affects managerial behaviour 
in decisions under uncertainty. Traditionally, information processing research perceives 
the availability of  abundant information as an advantage, because this is expected to en-
able more informed and accurate decision making (e.g., Zander and Kogut, 1995). This 
perspective has informed applied research on big data and digitalization, which generally 
suggests that advanced digital technology for scanning and analysing data allows deci-
sion makers to process more information with greater accuracy, which leads to better 
decision outcomes (e.g., Davenport and Kirby, 2016).

In contrast, others have warned that greater information availability could result in 
more biased and, therefore, suboptimal organisational decisions. Attention is a scarce 
resource in rich information environments (Hansen and Haas, 2001), inducing decision 
makers to rely on information- selection mechanisms. With 2.5 quintillion bytes of  digital 
data produced every day (Ahmad, 2018), the available information could overwhelm 
organizational decision makers. Prior research shows that decision makers experiencing 
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complex information contexts use cognitive shortcuts or simplifications to deal with this 
complexity (Gigerenzer and Brighton, 2009).

Overall, these contradictory perspectives suggest the need for a better understanding 
of  how, in the digital age, increased information availability affects strategic decisions 
under uncertainty.

THEORY DEVELOPMENT

We draw on decision comprehensiveness theory (Atuahene- Gima and Li, 2004; 
Fredrickson, 1984) to develop our arguments regarding expert sentiment’s effects on cor-
porate capital allocation. Forbes (2007, p. 362) summarizes this theory as follows: ‘The 
core variable of  this literature is strategic decision comprehensiveness, a concept that cap-
tures the extensiveness with which an organisation’s top executives systematically gather 
and process information from the external environment in making strategic decisions’. 
Decision comprehensiveness research includes studies of  its antecedents and its conse-
quences. We use the insights gained from this research to describe whether, and under 
which conditions, expert sentiment affects strategic decision making, rather than explor-
ing the possible implications of  such expert sentiment for decision or firm performance. 
We first investigate how expert sentiment relates to capital allocation. Subsequently, we 
explore the organisational information environment’s contingent role as characterised by 
the available information’s determinacy and quantity. Figure 1 provides an overview of  
the three constructs and their expected relationships.

Expert Sentiment and Corporate Capital Allocation

A high uncertainty regarding alternative firm investment opportunities characterises cor-
porate capital allocation (Busenbark et al., 2017). When processing information under 

Figure 1. Overview of  Empirical Constructs and Relationships
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uncertainty, managers weigh the benefits of  processing an additional unit of  information 
against the cognitive costs of  doing so (Huber and Daft, 1987). Drawing on prior work, 
we suggest that expert sentiment affects the benefits and costs of  information processing 
in corporate capital allocation decisions, for several reasons:

First, expert sentiment contains valuable domain information for senior managers, 
which could affect their allocation decisions. For example, expert sentiment may contain 
information about products and technologies’ future viability (Tetlock et al., 2008) and 
market expectations (Iselin and Siliverstovs, 2015). In uncertain environments, the more 
positive such domain information is, the more decision makers are likely to believe in 
the relevant domain’s prospects and, accordingly, to increase their relative investments. 
Applied to our context, corporate managers in the pharmaceutical industry are often de-
pendent on such unstructured information, because they must make investment decisions 
at the early stages of  technological development when uncertainty is particularly high 
due to a lack in more structured information (DiMasi et al., 2016). Consequently, expert 
sentiment functions as an information intermediary, providing previously undisclosed or 
less disseminated information (Bushee et al., 2010). Such information intermediaries are 
valuable for senior managers since they help them identify emerging or evolving trends 
(Napoli, 2016). Expert sentiment provides such domain information in an ‘easy to digest’ 
format, which in turn reduces senior managers’ cognitive costs of  gathering this addi-
tional information. Furthermore, by providing an aggregate evaluation, expert sentiment 
minimises these managers’ effort to process and weight individual information pieces.

Second, expert sentiment provides external information that could complement the 
internal information used for corporate capital allocation decisions (Chen et al., 2014; 
Tetlock et al., 2008). Prior research shows that division heads tend to provide biased in-
formation to promote their SBU’s interests, which affects the capital- allocation process 
negatively by diverting resources from its most efficient use (Kumar, 2013; Harris and 
Raviv, 1998). The use of  external market mechanisms, such as alliances, offers a poten-
tial remedy for these internal inefficiencies in resource allocation (Cabral et al., 2020). 
Following a similar logic, by representing external information, expert sentiment is more 
independent and potentially more reliable, therefore offering an external benchmark to 
challenge the SBU leaders’ internal views at relatively low additional information pro-
cessing costs.

Third, expert sentiment provides a wide range of  external experts’ collective wisdom 
(Gopaldas, 2014). This wisdom comes with cost and benefit advantages compared to the 
processing of  experts’ individual views and opinions. In terms of  reducing costs, senti-
ment analysis provides senior managers with a collective expert opinion, therefore ren-
dering individual views’ effortful processing obsolete (Cambria et al., 2017). In terms of  
increasing benefits, sentiment analysis reflects multiple experts’ opinions, which are likely 
to give corporate managers greater confidence in the face of  uncertainty (Smith and 
DeCoster, 2000). They no longer must trust an expert’s individual opinion, but can ben-
efit from many experts’ collective wisdom, which also reduces the bias frequently present 
in single opinions (Chen et al., 2014; Surowiecki, 2005). Furthermore, the thought of  
aligning themselves with respected industry experts’ majority view may afford senior 
managers more reassurance when facing uncertainty.
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Collectively, the three arguments suggest that the more positive the expert sentiment 
is regarding a certain product- technology domain, the higher the relative investments 
in this domain will be. This, of  course, pertains to the average investment, meaning that 
some behavioural differences will prevail when information and its acquisition costs are 
evaluated (Cyert and March, 1963). Furthermore, other factors, such as private informa-
tion, might pre- empt the use of  expert sentiment for specific capital allocation decisions. 
Overall, however, and for the three reasons detailed above, we suggest that expert sen-
timent enables managers to acquire important additional information at relatively low 
cognitive costs, which should therefore be reflected in their capital allocation decisions. 
These arguments lead to our first hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: A more positive expert sentiment regarding an SBU’s product- technology 
domain is associated with a higher capital allocation to this SBU.

The Organizational Information Environment’s Contingent Role

Prior studies suggest that the value of  decision comprehensiveness, such as taking exten-
sive expert information into consideration, is limited to environments characterized by 
uncertainty conditions with high information determinacy and high information quantity 
(Forbes, 2007). In these environments, decision makers benefit from decision comprehen-
siveness, because the available information is clear and rich enough to provide valuable 
insights. In contrast, information environments characterized by low determinacy and/
or quantity, cause ambiguity for decision making. Under such conditions, the value of  
additional information might be so low as to render comprehensiveness futile, while also 
increasing the costs of  obtaining comprehensive information (Heavey et al., 2009). We 
build on these ideas to explore the boundary conditions of  expert sentiment’s effect on 
capital allocation. Specifically, we argue that the levels of  determinacy and quantity of  
the information underlying the expert sentiment moderate the extent to which expert 
sentiment affects capital allocation.

Information determinacy describes the clarity of  the available information (Huber and 
Daft, 1987). In our context, the level of  agreement between experts’ assessments of  a 
product- technology domain determines this clarity. High levels of  information determi-
nacy indicate experts’ wide agreement, which allows decision makers to interpret their 
advice easily. In contrast, low information determinacy is a sign of  conflicting expert 
opinions, or mixed evidence, which makes it difficult for decision makers to use this in-
formation to ‘distinguish effective strategies from ineffective ones’ (Forbes, 2007, p. 372). 
Contrary to alternative arguments, such as those related to the wisdom of  crowds, deci-
sion comprehensiveness theory suggests that as far as large- scale external information is 
concerned, conflicting opinions are not a source of  better understanding, but of  poorer 
understanding (Forbes, 2007). Decision makers’ insight is limited when there are multiple 
possible interpretations of  the same information. The resulting ambiguity overwhelms 
these corporate actors due to their limited information processing capacity.

In addition, the determinacy of  the information functions as an indicator of  ex-
perts’ level of  agreement on a product- technology domain’s viability and development 
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prospects. A high information determinacy means that there is consensus among experts 
regarding the domain’s future potential, which signals that the expert sentiment provides 
reliable information for making corporate decisions. In contrast, a low information de-
terminacy indicates the expert community’s disagreement on the domain’s prospects. 
According to behavioural theory, the resulting ambiguity regarding the firm’s investment 
opportunities decreases decision makers’ willingness to make investment decisions based 
on that information, since they prefer ‘easily verified data in lieu of  uncertain estimates 
and […] easily checked information instead of  more remote anticipation’ (Cyert and 
March, 1963, p. 82). When the information determinacy is low, there is room for multiple 
alternative interpretations, which signals ambiguity and should therefore motivate risk- 
averse corporate decision makers to pay less attention to the expert sentiment.

Altogether, these arguments indicate that information determinacy affects the expert 
sentiment– capital allocation relationship in such ways that the higher the level of  infor-
mation determinacy, the more positive this association becomes.

Hypothesis 2: Higher levels of  information determinacy moderate the relationship be-
tween expert sentiment and capital allocation positively.

In addition, the information quantity underlying the expert sentiment could affect the 
relationship between expert sentiment and capital allocation. Forbes (2007) suggests that 
information is heterogeneously distributed across different organisational environments 
and that, ceteris paribus, the more information available to a corporate manager, the bet-
ter this manager’s understanding of  the environment in that context. Conversely, a low 
quantity of  information can seriously constrain the corporate manager’s ability to draw 
actionable insights from it. The quantity of  information can therefore be used as a proxy 
for the richness of  the external information environment to which a given corporate 
manager is exposed.

The pharmaceutical industry context illustrates this argument well. In this industry, 
new product development initiatives generally take years, if  not decades (Nerkar and 
Roberts, 2004). The amount of  information available throughout the product develop-
ment process changes significantly. In the early development stages, information is par-
ticularly scarce. Moreover, product development relies on information from a wide range 
of  experts, who disseminate their results to varying degrees. Whereas public institutions 
engaged in fundamental research publish their results in scientific journals, private insti-
tutions focused on applied research tend to publish their results less, which means they 
remain rather opaque (Stevens et al., 2011). Furthermore, some trends may be highly 
publicized and draw a great deal of  expert attention, whereas others fly under the radar 
(Harrysson et al., 2014). Consequently, the quantity of  information underlying an expert 
sentiment can vary significantly across product- technology domains.

The varying levels of  information quantity can affect decision makers’ use of  expert 
sentiment for their corporate decisions for the following reasons: First, while the expert 
sentiment provides a general assessment, the quantity of  the information underlying this 
sentiment makes the assessment either more or less discernible. For example, Dhar and 
Chang (2009) find that the volume of  online chatter predicts the music industry’s new 
product sales. Garz (2013) explains that the ‘availability heuristic’ induces people to rely 
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more strongly on the most accessible information, which they can recall more easily, 
owing to its repeated activation. Repeated news coverage is likely to have long- term ef-
fects, which are simply ‘due to the accumulation of  effects’ (Garz, 2013, p. 157), making 
the relevant information more salient. It is therefore likely that the quantity of  the infor-
mation affects corporate managers’ tendency to consider expert sentiment regarding a 
given product- technology domain when making allocation decisions.

Second, a key benefit of  more information is that it provides corporate managers with 
a richer understanding of  a given domain (Tetlock et al., 2008). Corporate capital allo-
cation decisions require managers to navigate vast amounts of  information (Busenbark 
et al., 2017) and, although they are known to possess certain information advantages 
(Gertner et al., 1994), much of  the information needed for capital allocation decisions is 
domain- specific (Miller, 1993). Having a greater quantity of  information available in the 
firm’s environment may therefore reduce the gaps in corporate managers’ knowledge 
and their perceived risk of  making investments (Tetlock et al., 2008). In contrast, a low 
quantity of  information makes it more difficult for corporate managers to analyse and 
assess the expert sentiment, which could decrease their likelihood of  relying on it when 
making strategic decisions (Chen et al., 2014). In sum, we argue that the information 
quantity affects the expert sentiment– capital allocation relationship so that the higher the 
level of  the information quantity, the stronger this association becomes.

Hypothesis 3: Higher levels of  information quantity moderate the relationship between 
expert sentiment and capital allocation positively.

METHODS

Empirical Context

Our empirical project uses data from the global pharmaceutical industry, because its 
unique features are beneficial for our analysis. A key industry feature is its high level of  
uncertainty regarding firms’ alternative investment opportunities. Pharmaceuticals are 
a high- stakes, high- reward business requiring substantial upfront investments in product 
and market development (Darby et al., 2004). During the period 2000– 15, the average 
pre- approval cost of  new drugs was USD 2.6 billion (DiMasi et al., 2016). This high 
cost is partly due to new drug ventures’ low success rate, estimated at below 25 per cent 
(DiMasi et al., 2016). These conditions make capital allocation decisions particularly 
important for multidivisional pharmaceutical companies.

Moreover, the pharmaceutical industry benefits from the many experts specialized 
in analysing industry developments. A wide range of  professional magazines and trade 
press publications, such as Medical Device Daily and Fierce Pharma, provides detailed insights 
into technological developments and market prospects. Pharmaceutical companies have 
invested strongly in digital databases, which provide them with comprehensive access 
to professional publications with expert information (Groves et al., 2013). Furthermore, 
these companies were early adopters of  digital information processing technologies, such 
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as expert systems, news analytics, and sentiment analysis (Fassbender, 2019; Yi and Kim, 
2016).

Finally, pharmaceutical companies report specific data on each SBU’s targeted thera-
peutic areas (e.g., oncology) and/or chemical types (e.g., antimicrobials). By following a 
consistent process, this classification allows us to map SBUs to a set of  product- technology 
domains. This set of  domains provides greater accuracy than more coarse- grained stan-
dard industry classification systems, such as SIC or NAICS, offer (McGahan and Porter, 
1997).

Sample Construction

Our sample comprises the period 2005– 16. When we constructed the sample, 2016 was 
the last year for which data were available, and Compustat only provides segment infor-
mation from 2005 onwards. Our sample contains all firms listed in Compustat with a 
primary SIC code 283 (comprising firms engaged in the development and manufac-
turing of  pharmaceutical drugs) during the observation window. We used Compustat’s 
Historical Segments function to identify each firm’s SBUs. Since we were interested in 
SBUs engaged in operational activities, such as the development and manufacturing 
of  drugs, we excluded SBUs engaged in non- operational activities, such as ‘corporate’, 
‘holding’, ‘eliminations’, and ‘investments’. If  the SBU name gave no clear indication of  
its product- technology domain, we consulted the company’s annual reports. SBUs whose 
activity could still not be clearly identified, were removed.

Following McGahan and Porter (1997), we also removed SBUs with only one obser-
vation. Such single- year appearances tend to be ‘anomalous because they are created 
for the disposition of  assets prior to exit’ (p. 21). However, unlike McGahan and Porter 
(1997), we refrained from systematically removing small SBUs with assets less than USD 
10 million. In our final sample, the average small SBU had more than six years of  ob-
servations, compared to larger SBUs’ approximate five years. This difference is not sta-
tistically different from zero, which suggests that McGahan and Porter’s (1997) specific 
concern regarding small firms’ limited data availability does not apply to our sample. We 
subsequently removed all the firms with a single SBU, as the internal capital allocation 
process in such firms is likely to be ‘drastically simplified’ and therefore indistinguishable 
from the external mechanism (Arrfelt et al., 2015, p. 1023). These cleaning steps resulted 
in a full sample of  161 firms with 536 SBUs and 2,893 observations (or an average of  
approximately 3 SBUs and 18 observations per firm).

The sample was further reduced in size due to missing data and the use of  lagged 
variables. Missing data are a Compustat problem that prior capital allocation studies also 
encountered. For example, Arrfelt et al. (2013) reported losing 85 per cent of  their usable 
observations due to missing data. Our final sample consists of  85 firms with 158 SBUs 
and 669 observations (or an average of  approximately 2 SBUs and 8 observations per 
firm). Given that our pre- screening had ensured that all the firms in our sample have 
two or more SBUs, we retained firms with observations for only one SBU. In these firms, 
there is a capital allocation process in place although due to data availability reasons, it is 
only observed for one SBU. T- tests indicate that our full sample and the final sample are 
similar in terms of  sales per assets and net income per assets. However, the final sample 
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contains fewer small firms, resulting in larger total sales and assets. Financial analysts and 
investors tend to scrutinize larger firms closer in terms of  reporting complete data, and 
larger firms might have greater resources to comply with these demands. Both of  these 
reasons might be why large firms have fewer missing values than small firms do.

We complemented the Compustat dataset with a separate expert sentiment dataset. The 
sentiment data were obtained from a LexisNexis database of  249,287 expert articles from 
the period 2005– 16. Our dataset comprises 69 journals covering the pharmaceutical 
industry. These journals are professional magazines and trade press, which we identified 
by using the industry tag that LexisNexis assigns to each publication. To supplement these 
data with expert analyses accessible to a wider public, we included three internationally 
distributed newspapers: the Financial Times, the New York Times, and the Washington Post. 
Overall, this dataset constitutes a partial representation of  the relevant firms’ informa-
tion environment. It does not, for example, include firm- internal information, such as 
employee correspondence, or other sources of  external information, such as blogs, fo-
rums, and microblogging services.

Sentiment Analysis

We used a supervised machine learning approach to determine each article’s sentiment 
(Bird et al., 2009; Sebastiani, 2002). In this approach, machine learning algorithms (or 
classifiers) are ‘supervised’ in the sense that they are trained and evaluated based on a 
subsample of  data that human coders pre- classified. The classifiers glean the characteris-
tics allowing a previously unseen document to be evaluated as either positive or negative. 
The supervised approach’s advantage is that classifiers learn directly from experts in their 
specific domain, which allows them to adopt textual features’ meaning in a specific appli-
cation or context. This is particularly useful in expert publications, whose language tends 
to be factual, domain specific, and less marked by emotive speech patterns (Harrison 
et al., 2020). Unlike prior lexicon- based approaches to sentiment analysis (Choudhury 
et al., 2019), which simply count word occurrences, supervised machine learning ap-
proaches capture richer text features and contexts that persistently outperform the prior 
approach in terms of  their quality (Piryani et al., 2017). In our dataset, the machine 
learning approach outperformed a lexicon- based approach’s accuracy by almost 30 per 
cent (see Table I).

When applying the supervised machine learning approach, we followed a standard 
process to acquire, pre- process, and analyse the textual data (Das and Chen, 2007). We 
first purchased a user agreement from Lexis Nexis for algorithmic access to their site, 
thereafter, developing a web crawler based on the selenium web- driver implementation 
in Python to acquire the data. The data were cleaned in three steps. First, we split the 
original source files into separate text files, stripping the meta data from the articles. 
This step was performed using a fork of  the Python script lexisparse (see https://github.
com/alexs torer/ lexis parse). Second, we removed articles with empty or duplicated file 
content. Finally, we split each article into its paragraphs and stored them in an SQLite 
database with a mapping table containing the extracted meta data.

To train the machine learning classifier, we randomly selected a subset of  0.1 per cent 
of  the full dataset for manual annotation, which corresponded to 314 articles. Three 

https://github.com/alexstorer/lexisparse
https://github.com/alexstorer/lexisparse
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human coders with different backgrounds classified the data. Two coders were native 
English speakers, of  whom one held an academic degree in medicine. The third coder 
was a graduate management student. The coders received individual sets of  articles, 
which they classified on the paragraph level as either positive or negative. All three anno-
tated at least 35 per cent of  the articles after we had convened several meetings to ensure 
that they used a consistent process to determine the sentiment. We measured inter- coder 
reliability, using case- wise agreement, as well as Krippendorff ’s alpha. Overall, our cod-
ers agreed in 83.2 per cent of  the cases, which corresponds to an alpha of  0.745. The 
resulting dataset was split into training and testing data based on an 80:20 ratio (Harrison 
et al., 2019).

Our sentiment analysis scripts were written in Python, using machine learning algo-
rithms from the Scikit- learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011; see also www.sciki t- learn.org) 
and natural language processing tools from the nltk library (Bird et al., 2009). We adopted 
Bird et al.’s (2009) procedure to pre- process the data, which included tokenizing each ar-
ticle, removing stop words and stemming words by using the Porter stemming algorithm. 
Thereafter, we determined the feature set, which is a named logical vector indicating 
whether a word exists in each article. This feature set is one of  two inputs for the classifier, 
the other being the previously determined classification as either positive or negative. 
Following Bird et al. (2009), we created the feature set by means of  a frequency distribu-
tion of  all the words in the annotated dataset, choosing the most frequently used words 
as the features of  our analysis. Choosing the feature set’s size requires a trade- off: While 
more features give the algorithm more information to work with –  making it more accu-
rate –  too many features will lead to the overfitting of  the training data. We tried different 
feature set sizes, ranging from 250 to 15,000 of  the most frequently used words across all 
the articles, and created separate feature sets for stemmed and unstemmed words.

Table I. Comparison of  classification qualitya

Method Precision Recall F- Measure Accuracy

Machine learning

MultinomialNB 0.770 0.766 0.768 0.789

BernoulliNB 0.745 0.809 0.774 0.779

LogisticRegression 0.721 0.845 0.777 0.775

SGD 0.702 0.861 0.773 0.753

SVC 0.680 0.877 0.764 0.734

LinearSVC 0.671 0.894 0.766 0.773

Lexicon- based 0.628 0.639 0.613 0.619

aComparison of  different classification quality scores (Sebastiani, 2002) for the employed machine learning classifier 
(MultinomialNB), five alternative classifiers from the Scikit- Learn library, and a lexicon- based approach. The six machine 
learning classifiers were tested on identical feature sets containing 8,000 stemmed words. The lexicon scores were com-
puted using the MPQA dictionary (Deng and Wiebe, 2015), which contains 7,630 common words and their polarity 
scores. The word counts were aggregated by using the Janis- Fadner coefficient of  the imbalances (Janis and Fadner, 1965) 
and the general tendency (positive or negative) compared to the score that human coders assigned. For a discussion of  the 
Janis- Fadner coefficient’s use for the lexicon- based approach, please see König et al. (2018).

http://www.scikit-learn.org
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Consistent with prior suggestions (Choudhury et al., 2020), we inferred the best ma-
chine learning classifier directly from the data. Following Sebastiani (2002), we tested two 
Naive Bayes (MultinomialNB and BernoulliNB), a Logistic Regression (LogisticRegression), a 
Stochastic Gradient Decent (SGD), and two Support Vector Machine (SVC and LinearSVC) 
classifiers. We trained the six classifiers on the pre- coded data, varying the size and na-
ture of  the feature sets, and recording each classifier’s precision, recall, F- score, and 
accuracy (Choudhury et al., 2020). We then used macro- averaging to aggregate the re-
sults and selected the classifier that maximised precision with the highest possible recall. 
Of  the classifiers we tested, the MultinomialNB performed best, with a set holding 8,000 
features based on stemmed words. Prior work found this classifier to be particularly well- 
suited for binary classification problems, such as document classification (McCallum and 
Nigam, 1998). The classifier’s 78.9 per cent accuracy is close to the human coders’ inter- 
reliability and comparable to prior studies’ scores (Sebastiani, 2002).

The trained algorithm was then deployed to classify the remainder of  the dataset. The 
sentiments of  each paragraph were determined, which were then aggregated to the docu-
ment level by using the mean sentiment across all the paragraphs in each document. The 
documents were subsequently matched to the SBUs by using their product- technology 
domain. Each SBU was matched to articles mentioning its targeted product- technology 
domain in the year preceding its annual report’s publication date. Articles mentioning 
several product- technology domains were matched to all the SBUs focusing on any of  
these domains.

Variable Description and Measurement

Dependent variable. Our dependent variable is the corporate parent’s capital allocation to each 
SBU, which we measured as the SBU’s capital expenditure. We adjusted the corporate 
capital allocation to size, meaning that we divided SBU’s capital expenditure by its total 
assets to avoid level differences across the SBUs. This approach follows that of  prior 
studies investigating capital allocation decisions (e.g., Bardolet et al., 2011).

Independent variables. We computed three variables from the sentiment dataset. Our main 
variable is the expert sentiment, or the average (mean) sentiment across the matched articles, 
for a given SBU and year. The variable is continuous and bound between −1 and 1, which 
results from the method used to determine each article’s sentiment. Computing the mean 
across articles yields an indicator of  the experts’ collective sentiment. The underlying 
assumption is that the average sentiment captures expert publications’ overall assessment 
of  a given product- technology domain, i.e., whether their collective evaluation is positive 
(above 0) or negative (below 0).

Information determinacy is the second variable derived from the sentiment dataset, which 
is measured by the mean expert sentiment’s inverted standard error. This measure cap-
tures how well the average expert sentiment approximates the true population mean, 
or, in other words, the extent to which experts’ assessments converge. The advantage 
of  using the standard error of  the mean rather than the sample standard deviation is 
its lower correlation with the sample mean. Following a similar approach, Diether et al. 
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(2002) used the dispersion of  security analysts’ forecasts to measure their disagreement 
about hard- to- value stocks’ prospects.

Information quantity is the third variable calculated based on the sentiment dataset. As 
a proxy for general information availability, this measure refers to the total number of  
articles on a product- technology domain published each year. It measures the overall 
amount of  information available at that point in time and taken into consideration in 
the expert sentiment, which provides a proxy for the external information environment’s 
richness (Forbes, 2007).

Control variables. We added six control variables that we chose from the prior literature. 
Tobin’s Q is the ratio of  the market value to the book value of  a firm’s assets. We followed 
Bardolet et al. (2011) by defining Tobin’s Q as the median Q for all stand- alone firms with 
the same four- digit SIC code as the focal SBU. This measure is a proxy for the SBU’s 
median investment opportunities in its targeted product- technology domain, which 
reflects the investors’ expectations about this domain’s prospects (Arrfelt et al., 2013). 
Industry investment is the average level of  investment that the SBU’s industry peers make 
each year. This investment is measured as stand- alone firms’ average capital expenditure 
over assets with the same four- digit SIC code (Bardolet et al., 2011). Three additional 
controls are drawn from Bardolet et al. (2011): Firm cashflow is measured as the firm- level 
operational cashflow over sales, SBU growth as the SBU’s year- on- year sales growth, and 
SBU profitability as its operating profits relative to its sales. Owing to the existence of  
outliers, we winsorized firm cashflow and SBU profitability at the 10 per cent level. Finally, 
our control variable for firm diversification is based on Arrfelt et al. (2013). We calculated an 
inverse Herfindahl index, using the focal SBU’s share of  its parent company’s sales (i.e., 
∑ J

j =1
sj ∗ ln

�

1− sj

�

, where sj is the SBU’s sales share). All the control variables were 

lagged by one period. Table II presents the descriptive statistics and correlation matrix.

Data Analysis

Our models are estimated using pooled- OLS estimators with robust standard errors and 
controls for firm and year fixed effects. Although our independent variables are lagged, 
some concerns remain about their reverse causality. Firms’ capital allocation to specific 
product- technology domains could potentially affect expert sentiment regarding these 
domains. To alleviate these concerns, we removed the variation part in our three inde-
pendent variables (expert sentiment, information determinacy, and information quan-
tity) explained by prior capital allocation. We implemented this measure by regressing 
our dependent variable (capital allocation) in one year on the independent variables 
in the subsequent year. We retained the residuals of  these regressions that capture the 
independent variables’ components that prior capital allocation does not explain (Yu, 
2008). Prior management studies have used a similar approach to address reverse causal-
ity (Luger et al., 2018; Wiersema and Zhang, 2011). The resulting de- trended proxies for 
our independent variables are summarised in Table II.
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RESULTS

Table III shows the results of  our empirical analysis. Model (1) represents the baseline 
model, which tests the control variables’ effects on the dependent variable (i.e., capital 
allocation). Models (2) to (5) sequentially add the three main independent variables (i.e., 
expert sentiment, information determinacy, and information quantity) and the modera-
tors (i.e., expert sentiment × information determinacy, and expert sentiment × informa-
tion quantity). Model (6) shows the complete model, including the expert sentiment and 

Table III. Estimation results: main modela

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Constant 1.030*** 1.100*** 1.080*** 1.070*** 1.080*** 1.070***

(0.119) (0.137) (0.139) (0.135) (0.140) (0.135)

Tobin’s Q 0.008 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.005

(0.032) (0.029) (0.030) (0.032) (0.032) (0.035)

Firm cashflow 0.099** 0.112*** 0.109*** 0.109** 0.109** 0.107**

(0.041) (0.041) (0.042) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043)

SBU growth 0.002 −0.001 −0.001 −0.003 −0.001 −0.003

(0.015) (0.015) (0.016) (0.016) (0.015) (0.015)

SBU profitability 0.049*** 0.046*** 0.046*** 0.047*** 0.046*** 0.047***

(0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

Firm diversification −0.162*** −0.161*** −0.171*** −0.170*** −0.171*** −0.171***

(0.050) (0.050) (0.053) (0.053) (0.054) (0.054)

Industry investment 0.012 0.009 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.011

(0.026) (0.029) (0.030) (0.030) (0.031) (0.031)

Expert sentiment 0.094*** 0.068** 0.089*** 0.067* 0.098**

(0.026) (0.029) (0.030) (0.038) (0.047)

Information 
determinacy

0.074*** 0.101*** 0.074*** 0.106***

(0.024) (0.028) (0.025) (0.033)

Information quantity −0.025 −0.024 −0.022 −0.038

(0.021) (0.022) (0.037) (0.042)

Exp. senti. × Inf. 
determ.

0.049** 0.055*

(0.023) (0.032)

Exp. senti. × Inf. 
quant.

0.004 −0.020

(0.048) (0.055)

Observations 669 669 669 669 669 669

R2 0.209 0.216 0.220 0.221 0.220 0.221

Adjusted R2 0.069 0.076 0.078 0.077 0.076 0.075

aAll the models are estimated using pooled OLS estimators with robust standard errors (in parentheses), as well as controls 
for firm-  and year- fixed effects (coefficients are not reported). The variables have been standardised for easier interpreta-
tion of  the coefficients. Stars indicate statistical significance (*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01).
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the two moderating conditions. All the explanatory variables are standardised to simplify 
the model interpretation.

In the baseline model, firm diversification explains changes in the capital allocation or, 
more specifically, SBUs in less diverse firms receive more capital on average than those 
in more diverse firms. An explanation could be that having more SBUs with decreas-
ing relatedness makes ‘the allocation decision less clear’ (Arrfelt et al., 2013, p. 1091), 
which may explain senior managers’ prudence when allocating capital to these SBUs. 
Moreover, an increasing number of  SBUs in a firm generally reduces the amount of  
capital allocated to each (Bardolet et al., 2011). Other control variables’ insignificance, 
such as industry investment and SBU growth, is most likely due to our single- industry 
study design, which should generate less variance in these variables than in prior work 
with cross- industry designs (e.g., Arrfelt et al., 2013; Bardolet et al., 2011).

Hypothesis 1 explores the relationship between the expert sentiment and capital allo-
cation. The positive coefficient in model 2 indicates that a more positive average expert 
sentiment of  an SBU’s product- technology domain is associated with a higher capital 
allocation to this SBU relative to its assets. Accounting for expert sentiment allows us to 
increase the explained model variance for capital allocation by .5 per cent in both the ad-
justed and unadjusted R2. The inclusion of  time-  and firm- fixed effects dummies largely 
explains the differences between the adjusted and unadjusted R2. While the adjusted R2 
penalises the inclusion of  multiple insignificant dummies, our study theoretically moti-
vates the inclusion of  the time-  and firm- fixed effects dummies. In the full model (model 
6), an increase in the expert sentiment by one standard deviation is associated with an 
increase in the capital allocation by 0.098 standard deviations, holding the SBU’s other 
characteristics constant.

Hypothesis 2 addresses information determinacy’s moderating effect on the rela-
tionship between expert sentiment and capital allocation. Models 4 and 6 consistently 
show that information determinacy not only affects capital allocation directly, but also 
strengthens the association between expert sentiment and capital allocation, which sup-
ports Hypothesis 2. For any given level of  expert sentiment, the higher the determinacy 
of  the information underlying this sentiment, the stronger this sentiment’s effect on cap-
ital allocation. In terms of  effect size, the coefficient indicates that under conditions of  
high determinacy, expert sentiment’s effect on capital allocation is increased by 0.049 
(from 0.110 to 0.159). Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of  the moderation 
effect and shows the confidence intervals.

Hypothesis 3 explores information quantity’s moderating effect on the relationship be-
tween expert sentiment and capital allocation. Drawing on information comprehensive-
ness theory, we predicted that information quantity moderates the association between 
expert sentiment and capital allocation positively. However, the results of  model (5), 
which tests this hypothesis, do not provide evidence of  such an association. Measurement 
bias, which we discuss and address in a post- hoc test, could be partially responsible for 
this result.

Endogeneity concerns due to variable omission are a potential threat to our results’ 
interpretation. One concern is that previous corporate capital allocations to SBUs could 
affect both the expert sentiment and the capital allocation. We therefore re- analysed 
our main models with a lagged dependent variable, which did not materially change 
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our main findings. We did not include this variable in our main models to allow them to 
remain comparable with prior work on corporate capital allocation (Arrfelt et al., 2013; 
Bardolet et al., 2011).

Another concern is that an unobservable variable describing a product- technology 
domain’s ‘true economic prospects’, might have affected both the expert sentiment and 
the capital allocation. According to the efficient market hypothesis (Fama, 1970), market 
prices include all certain information about a product- technology domain’s economic 
prospects as soon as they become available. While we acknowledge that markets do not 
always behave perfectly rational, behavioural finance studies have shown that investors 
are usually quick to incorporate new information into their valuation of  listed com-
panies, such as those in our sample (Tetlock et al., 2008). Our control variable Tobin’s 
Q, which reflects financial investors’ expectations, should therefore capture this certain 
information. In contrast, our expert sentiment variable should cover the remaining, less 

Figure 2. Moderating Effect of  Information Determinacy on the Expert Sentiment- Capital Allocation 
Relationship
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certain information. This logic is consistent with our argumentation that expert senti-
ment affects senior managers’ allocation decisions under conditions of  uncertainty.

Post- Hoc Tests

Alternative measure of  information quantity. Measurement bias is a possible explanation for 
the information quantity variable’s insignificant coefficient (Hypothesis 3). We observe a 
positive correlation between the measures of  information determinacy and quantity (τ 
= 0.325). OLS regression could therefore result in the information determinacy variable 
absorbing parts of  the two variables’ common variation. This risk is particularly high 
because the formula used to calculate information determinacy contains the number of  
articles –  which is our measure of  information quantity –  in its denominator. Since we 
measure information determinacy as the inverse standard error of  the mean, the two 
variables are expected to be positively correlated.

We circumvent this problem by recomputing our results with an alternative measure 
of  information quantity that is less correlated with determinacy. We use the average 
article length as an alternative measure that does not include the number of  articles. An 
increasing average article length implies that experts, on average, provide more compre-
hensive analyses and more detailed information. An average article length is a potentially 
valuable measure, since prior information comprehensiveness research has stressed that 
information’s usefulness for decision makers is less determined by its absolute quantity 
than by its richness or quality (Forbes, 2007; Miller, 2008). This alternative measure 
could be less universally applicable than our main measure, because it does not control 
for the information’s overall quantity, but nevertheless seems appropriate for our specific 
sample containing an average of  900 expert articles for each SBU and period. The vari-
ance in this specific context could therefore be less due to the sheer amount of  informa-
tion available than to its richness, specificity, and usefulness.

Column (2) of  Table IV shows the results when using the alternative measure of  in-
formation quantity. The results are generally analogous to our main model shown in col-
umn (6) of  Table III. The significant coefficients of  both the information determinacy and 
information quantity variables suggest that measurement bias could indeed have affected 
the main results. However, the post- hoc test results show that quantity has a positive main 
effect (and not a moderating one) on capital allocation. This finding implies that while 
the quantity of  information matters for capital allocation in this model, this effect does 
not vary with the actual level of  expert sentiment.

Variation across expert groups. The richness of  the data used for our sentiment variables 
provided a valuable opportunity to investigate the mechanisms underlying our suggested 
relationships in greater detail. Specifically, we re- evaluated our hypotheses by taking 
the type of  outlet conveying the relevant expert sentiments into account. We gained 
some indication of  the specific groups of  experts who influence allocation decisions by 
classifying the journals into five categories (i.e., business, general, practitioner, regulatory, 
and scientific). We calculated the independent variables of  each category and used these 
fine- grained variables to recompute the main models in Table III. This post- hoc analysis 
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led to additional insights:
First, the post- hoc analysis indicates that expert sentiment conveyed by means of  ge-

neric outlets (such as the New York Times or the Washington Post) does not affect the phar-
maceutical industry’s corporate capital allocation decisions. This finding applies to all 
three hypotheses. Similarly, the findings regarding practitioner outlets’ expert sentiment 
are partial and insignificant. These findings suggest that corporate decision makers are 
selective in their consideration and recognition of  different experts’ collective opinions.

Table IV. Estimation results: post- hoc testsa

(1) (2)

Constant 1.100*** 1.070***

(0.137) (0.128)

Tobin’s Q 0.002 −0.004

(0.029) (0.033)

Firm cashflow 0.112*** 0.106***

(0.041) (0.040)

SBU growth −0.001 −0.004

(0.015) (0.017)

SBU profitability 0.046*** 0.046***

(0.007) (0.007)

Firm diversification −0.161*** −0.172***

(0.050) (0.051)

Industry investment 0.009 0.015

(0.029) (0.032)

Expert sentiment 0.094*** 0.079*

(0.026) (0.046)

Information determinacy 0.103***

(0.030)

Information quantity 0.061*

(0.037)

Expert sentiment × Information 
determinacy

0.066***

(0.023)

Expert sentiment × Information 
quantity

0.021

(0.052)

Observations 669 669

R2 0.216 0.223

Adjusted R2 0.076 0.078

aAll the models are estimated using pooled OLS estimators with robust standard errors (in parentheses), as well as controls 
for firm-  and year- fixed effects (coefficients are not reported). The variables have been standardised for easier interpreta-
tion of  the coefficients. Stars indicate statistical significance (*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01).
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Second, expert opinions from the regulatory category produced the most significant 
results in terms of  the association between expert sentiment and allocation decisions, as 
well in terms of  determinacy’s moderation effect. Given the regulatory drug approval 
process’s importance in the pharmaceutical industry, these findings seem natural, espe-
cially when comparing them to other categories, such as general and practitioner. The 
significant result regarding determinacy may reflect the strict requirements of  the phar-
maceutical industry’s drug approval process. Approval is normally only granted when 
product evaluations are unanimously positive; consequently, the role of  determinacy is 
particularly robust in the regulatory category.

Third, we also find that the scientific and business categories have significant effects. 
In both categories, determinacy plays an important role as an explanatory variable for 
corporate capital allocation. Consistent with our previous explanations, scientific clarity 
might matter, because it is a main driver of  regulatory approval, while financial clarity is 
important, because high investments are at stake in the pharmaceutical industry.

Fourth, none of  the five categories showed any significant main or moderation effects 
regarding the quantity of  the information underlying the expert sentiment. This result 
is consistent with the non- finding in the aggregated dataset, which provides further evi-
dence that the sheer quantity of  information does not matter most. The marginal ben-
efits that can be obtained from additional information that the same group of  experts 
provides, may be less than those that additional information from other expert groups 
provides.

DISCUSSION

Our study provides theoretical arguments for and empirical evidence of  expert senti-
ment’s influence on firms’ capital allocation decisions. These results indicate that a more 
positive expert sentiment regarding an SBU’s product- technology domain is associated 
with an increase in the capital allocated to that SBU. Furthermore, information deter-
minacy –  one of  the organizational information environment dimensions that we tested 
–  moderates this relationship. Our findings regarding the other dimension –  information 
quantity –  did not support the proposed moderating effect, but we found some evidence 
of  a direct effect on capital allocation in our post- hoc analysis. The post- hoc analysis 
further indicates that senior managers react differently to distinct expert groups’ senti-
ments. Drawing on these findings, we contribute to the behavioural theory of  the firm 
(Cyert and March, 1963; Gavetti et al., 2012) by developing an updated understanding 
of  information processing and strategic decision making in the digital age.

Theoretical Contributions

One of  behavioural theory’s most fundamental assumptions is that information avail-
ability affects organisational decision makers’ information processing (Cyert and March, 
1963; Rerup, 2009). Prior theory describes a ‘paradox of  information’ (Hansen and 
Haas, 2001), namely that given greater information availability, managers tend to restrict 
their attention due to their information processing limitations. In the context of  capital 
allocation decisions, scholars have argued that senior managers benefit from increased 
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information availability (Arrfelt et al., 2015), but, due to their cognitive constraints, limit 
their attention to general performance indicators (Arrfelt et al., 2013), or even revert to 
simple heuristics, such as allocating capital equally across SBUs (Bardolet et al., 2011). 
In contrast, our findings show that senior managers consider much richer expert senti-
ments, which include business, regulatory, and scientific information, as well as financial 
information, and cover a wide range of  experts’ collective opinions. They even respond 
to sophisticated cues, such as the level of  (dis- )agreement between experts. While expert 
sentiment acts partially as a general proxy for financial expectations, it also provides spe-
cific information about concrete developments and opportunities, as well as insight into 
whether and how a focal organisation should and can realise them. With expert senti-
ment informing capital allocation decisions, firms are not constrained to crude financial 
targets, but could instead pursue ‘multiple intermediate objectives across different time 
horizons’ (Sengul et al., 2018, p. 65).

Our findings do not imply that senior managers’ information processing is compre-
hensive, or that they make fully rational decisions. Much like financial performance 
indicators, expert sentiments work as heuristics to reduce the complexity of  the infor-
mation that decision makers need to process. Our post- hoc test further shows that de-
cision makers do not consider all types of  expert sentiments, but remain selective with 
respect to which expert groups’ sentiments they process. Humans are still bound by the 
tractability of  the problem, the cognitive limitations of  their minds, and the time avail-
able (Simon, 1958). However, the increasing availability of  expert sentiment data and 
sophisticated tools for analysing these (Hennig- Thurau et al., 2014) now allow senior 
managers to make decision based on more complex heuristics than those they tradition-
ally used. While these sentiment heuristics integrate far more information, they do not 
seem to overstretch managers’ cognitive abilities or consume too much of  their time. 
Collectively, these insights provide evidence that, contrary to what behavioural theory 
scholars traditionally assume (Hansen and Haas, 2001), decision makers broaden rather 
than narrow their attention in the comprehensive information environments that digita-
lization affords.

We further clarify the boundary conditions that enable or constrain more compre-
hensive decision making. Most fundamentally, this study focuses on decisions under 
uncertainty as the shared focus of  capital allocation research (Busenbark et al., 2017), 
decision comprehensiveness theory (Forbes, 2007), and, more generally, the behavioural 
theory of  the firm (Cyert and March, 1963). Our findings specifically confirm that more 
comprehensive decision making requires a certain level of  determinacy in the available 
information (Forbes, 2007). Moreover, the sentiments in our study emerged from large 
volumes of  available information. While we found only partial evidence that the relative 
differences in the information quantity matter, our theoretical arguments suggest that 
information scarcity constrains senior managers’ ability to process comprehensive infor-
mation (Forbes, 2007). Further, our post- hoc tests indicate that the available information’s 
origin, richness, and quality sets boundaries for more comprehensive decision making. 
Building on these findings, we suggest a contingency view of  decision making in the 
digital age. The use of  digital data and technologies might enable more comprehensive 
decision making than traditionally assumed, but these changes are limited to contexts in 
which senior managers have access to information of  sufficient determinacy, quantity, 
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and quality. Outside these contexts, humans’ cognitive limitations continue constraining 
decision making more substantially.

Our study also has implications for the literature on sentiments, sentiment analysis, 
and opinion mining (Piryani et al., 2017; Rathore et al., 2017). Prior studies primarily 
used sentiment to analyse individual consumers or investors’ decision behaviours (e.g., 
Blasco et al., 2012; Hennig- Thurau et al., 2014). We extend this literature by showing 
that sentiments also affect organizational decision making processes. Our key conceptual 
contribution connects the sentiment literature with behavioural theory arguments on 
decision making in organizations. This theoretical integration allows mutual enrichment. 
For instance, whereas prior studies are mostly limited to expert sentiment’s general ten-
dency (Tetlock et al., 2008), we show that additional dimensions, such as the determinacy 
and quantity of  the information underlying the sentiment, could also affect decisions (see 
also Hribar and McInnis, 2012).

The digital transformation has also informed our methodological approach. Management 
scholars have started acknowledging digitalization’s potential to revolutionise the methods 
we apply in scholarly research (George et al., 2016). Just like sentiment analysis enables 
firms to consider experts’ collective opinions, it enables researchers like ourselves to identify 
and study previously unattainable mechanisms. Our study suggests that capturing these 
previously unattainable mechanisms could lead to new insights that make us challenge and 
rethink our long- held theoretical assumptions and conclusions. We therefore encourage the 
further use of  unstructured digital data and advanced digital technologies to explore the 
digitalization phenomenon and to derive and test theoretical propositions.

Finally, our study has practical implications for organizations using expert sentiment 
for their strategic decision making. If  corporate decision makers consider rich informa-
tion, the corporate headquarters’ ability to collect, process, and analyse this information 
more effectively becomes a central competitive capability. Recent research on corporate 
headquarters suggests that data analytics is becoming a new strategic task for corpo-
rate managers (Birkinshaw, 2018; Kunisch et al., 2020). This development supports the 
rationale for establishing a corporate function dedicated to digitalization, competitive 
intelligence, and data analytics.

Limitations and Future Research

Our work has some limitations that could be fruitful avenues for future research. First, 
we suggest that future research should open the internal decision making process’s black 
box. Our finding that senior managers broaden their perspective to consider various 
experts’ collective wisdom suggests that this rich information could help them overcome 
some of  their cognitive limitations. Expert sentiment not only provides external (and 
therefore more independent) information, it is also collective information (and there-
fore less prone to individual biases). While behavioural theory assumes that humans are 
mostly incapable of  debiasing their judgments (Kahneman, 2003), prior studies also 
acknowledge that rich and collective external information –  such as expert sentiment 
–  could motivate them to complement their intuitive thinking with more deliberate anal-
ysis (Heath et al., 1998; Larrick, 2004). Access to digital data and information process-
ing technologies could enable senior managers to challenge and debias their corporate 
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decisions. However, our large- scale research approach did not allow us to investigate this 
internal decision making process. Future research should use laboratory studies and field 
experiments to explore digitalization’s impact on humans’ cognitive decision processes 
in organizations.

Second, management scholars have recently started exploring the augmentation con-
cept (Raisch and Krakowski, 2021), which refers to the complementary interaction be-
tween humans and machines to address managerial tasks. While we do not report on 
the actual interaction between corporate managers and sentiment- analysis technologies 
in our study, we provide theoretical arguments for and first evidence of  digital content 
and tools enabling more comprehensive organizational decisions. We therefore provide 
an empirical context for exploring the theoretical augmentation concept. Our findings 
provide first insights into the potential and the boundaries of  such augmentation, which 
could inform future research on digital technologies and their use for managerial tasks 
in organizations.

Third, digital data and technologies could alter organisational decision outcomes. 
Taking a normative perspective, behavioural theory scholars assume that more compre-
hensive information processing and judgment lead to more accurate decision outcomes 
under uncertainty (Calabretta et al., 2016; Elbanna and Child, 2007). However, scholars 
have also described the trade- off  between accuracy and effort when making decisions 
(Johnson and Payne, 1985; Kuo et al., 2004): Although decision makers prefer outcomes 
with greater accuracy, realizing this accuracy requires greater effort. We surmise that dig-
ital data and technologies will help organizations cope with the accuracy- effort trade- off. 
For example, the use of  sentiment analysis greatly reduces the effort required to process 
extensive expert information, while diverse experts’ collective wisdom should increase 
the accuracy of  decisions made under uncertainty. This could, however, also lead to 
herding effects, with all the firms in each product- technology domain pursuing similar 
opportunities, which could reduce their potential returns. While we did not test for such 
performance affects in our descriptive study, future normative research should explore 
these non- trivial performance relationships more directly.

Given the growing interest in digitalization’s effects on organizations, and the emerg-
ing attention devoted to augmented decision making (e.g., Raisch and Krakowski, 2021; 
von Krogh, 2018), strategy and organisation theory are ready for studies on the role of  
digital data and technology in strategic firm decisions under uncertainty. This paper is 
an early step in that direction by substantiating the claim that digital data and technology 
might enable more comprehensive decision making in organizations. Further research 
will be needed to illuminate the various ways in which digitalization affects organiza-
tional behaviour and outcomes.
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